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ABSTRACT
Neutral isotopes and ions of H, He and Li define the chemistry of the early universe by collisional and radiative process,
where under low temperature and radiation regime, only neutral species were essential in the cooling mass that gave
origin to the first proto star structures. Nevertheless, up to now, in every kinetic model Li is permanently discarded from
fundamental reactions due to its extremely low density. Contrarily to these previous models we have developed a novel
kinetic model based on two consecutive reactions of Li and LiH with H, in order to generate a recursive process that fit
well H2 production to temperatures as low as 200 K, according to the cosmological time at the end of the dark epoch.
Our results show how Li and LiH merge as first catalyzers of the H to H2 chemical reaction and permit us to explain the
expected abundance of H2 as the main coolant in the early universe as well as in cold regions of the cosmos.
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1. Introduction
The standard Big Bang theory permits to explain how the
universe had been expanding adiabatically, cooling from
an initial high extreme condition of temperature and density [1]. After the first second neutrons and protons initiate the fusion reactions that set the beginning of nucleosynthesis stage at temperatures of 1010 K, where 100
seconds later this process ceases being formed mainly H
and He, as well as in minor quantities Li and several cations and anions derived from these initial nuclear species under the denomination of the recombination epoch.
Thus, after that free electrons take part in the atoms and
ions materialization, the universe begins a new phase
known as the thermal decoupling of matter and radiation
while expansion and cooling continue, and the H2 molecule became one of the most fundamental coolant in the
low temperature range [2].
The chemistry of the early universe is broad and diverse, whenever only few atomic species were the main
reactants: H, He, Li and the isotopic forms and ions.
Furthermore, the chemistry of these atomic and molecular reactants and products were mainly governed by both
collisional and radiative process in gas state [3]. Some
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authors [4-6] have intended to represent the first proto star
formations at this stage of the early universe, denominated dark epoch, by chemical reaction networks based
on the neutral primordial molecules such as H2 and HD
as well as H, D, He and their corresponding atomic cations and anions. However, due to the high relative abundance of H respect to the remainder atoms, H2 emerges in
the universe as a primordial molecule due its high abundance and maintains a high interest in all the constitutive
models of the first proto stars.
Nevertheless, in spite of the different theoretical approaches respect to generate H2, the particular role of the
primordial Li as a precursor of this molecular species has
not been suitably visualized up to date, particularly, in
consideration to the low abundance calculated for the
early universe. Effectively, Stancil et al. [7] determined
the chemistry of primordial gas LiH in protoclouds through
a broad set of fundamental reactions suggesting a primitive LiH abundance of 10−18 respects to the atomic hydrogen abundance as the unity. In general, this kind of
primordial molecules with dipole moment has been
mostly explored in order to analyze the specific role as
cooling centers for radiative process immerse in atomic
hydrogen big clouds, but the singular case of LiH, in
different works, has been permanently discarded as an
suitable species for chemical reactions due to its exIJAA
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tremely low abundance [8].
In the early universe, H2 has been mainly conceived as
product of radiative process, derived from H−, H+, H2+
and H3+ reactions [3,9]. Contrarily to these current models, we have repaired in a new role of Li and LiH species
as precursors of H2, in two concerted and consecutive
reactions due to Li can act as a catalyzer for neutral reactions, particularly at low densities and temperatures.
Thus, the Li + H and LiH + H reactions are an effective
and alternative route to the ionization processes and the
same time permit us to understand in a best way the role
of hydrogen at the end of the dark epoch, previous to the
first proto star formations under low radiation and temperature regime [10].
Therefore, in the present work, we have introduced a
chemical model that considers the H2 production from
neutral atom reactions between Li and H, and the subsequent reaction between LiH and H, both cases from a
collisional-radiative kinetic mechanism, under physicochemical conditions of variable low density and temperature ranges characteristics of expected primitive hydrogen cold nebulas or first generation of proto-stellar formation. Our hypothesis shows a recursive behavior of lithium reactions, which determine the onset of molecular hydrogen, even though these lithium species are found
in very low abundance relative to atomic hydrogen density, in a similar behavior to catalyzer reactant.

2. Materials and Methodology
The kinetic model applied to the molecular hydrogen
production comprise a collisional process scheme of two
consecutive reactions between H and Li atoms in the first
event and between H and LiH in the second one, all these
species prevailing in the same bulk of cold gases, with
temperatures lower than 200 K, such as must be expected
at the end of the dark epoch in the early universe. Furthermore, according to the last calculations developed by
Larena et al. [11] about H and Li in the primitive universe, we have used their density relationship of Li/H =
2.387 × 10–10. Therefore, we have assumed essentially a
classical collisional-radiative kinetic model for Li and H
in the first reaction and a classic collisional approach for
LiH and H, in the second one, as two consecutive reactions governed by a kinetic constants k0 and k1, respectively, in a typical scheme of pseudo-first order reactions,
where the relative abundance determine that H  Li
and H  LiH .
Thus, the following kinetic scheme can be described
for the two main reactions and their corresponding equations in a pseudo-first order approach as:



Li  2s   H 1s   LiH X, 1  

and
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d  LiH dt  k0  Li



(1)





LiH X, 1    H 1s   Li  2s   H 2 X, 1  



and

d  H 2  dt  k1  LiH 

(2)

where k0  k0  H  and k1  k1  H  , and the final concentrations of [Li], [LiH] and [H2] are determined according to the following equations [12,13]:
 k0 t
 Li  t     Li 0 e

 LiH  t     Li 0  k0



(3)

 k1  k0   e k t  e k t 

 H 2  t     Li 0 1   k0

0

 k1  k0 

  k1  k1  k0   e  k1t



1

e  k0 t

(4)
(5)

From a computational point of view the integration of
the kinetic equations were done analytically according to
Equations (3) to (5), which means that the abundance of
species depend on the time evolution directly and no time
steps are used as in case of numerical integration [14].
Consequently, the abundances of [H2] as the final product depend on the initial density of [Li]0 and the inner
kinetic constants ( k0 and k1 ). The computational procedure registers the abundances of [Li], [LiH] and [H2],
where in this last species we have differenced two situations, by stepwise as [H2(t)] and by accretion as [H2]T.
This kinetic model was implemented in IDL 6.1 software and once established the initial code we searched its
operating limits from 2.4 × 104 to 2.4 (atoms cm−3) for
[H]0 and from 1.0 × 10−6 to 1.0 × 10−10 (atoms cm−3) for
[Li]0. The calculations were implemented in a Power
Edge T710 computer with 18 cores Intel Xeon X5670
and double precision data type of 64 bite and 48 GB of
memory.

3. Results and Discussion
For hydrogen high density conditions, beyond 1.0 × 104
(atoms cm−3) and 200 K temperature, a three body collisional approach determines the normal course of the classical gaseous chemical process, where the reaction rate
coefficients of the equations 1 and 2 are k0 = 4.64 ×
10−10 cm3·s−1 and k1  1.87 1010 cm3  s 1 for the first
and the second reactions [15], respectively. In this case,
the  k1 k0  ratio reaches 0.403 and, therefore, the system follows a classical kinetic approach for a consecutive
two steps reaction [12,13]. This kind of chemical reactions can typically be expected when the system moves
to the Jeans’ condition, previous to the final step of each
primitive proto-star hydrogen cold nebula formation. In
Figure 1, we show the classical chemical dynamic of Li,
LiH and H2, for a singular case of hydrogen atomic denIJAA
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sity nebula of 104 (atoms cm–3) according to our model.
In Figure 1 the maximum of Li consumption coincides with the maximum of LiH formation and the H2
product obtained from every reaction step describes a
sigmoidal curve up to reach the Li recuperation. However the total H2 obtained by accumulation of every cycle,
due to the catalyst effect of the LiH after equation 2, begin an exponential progression. According to this approach, the total molecular hydrogen density formation
reaches 1.0 × 10–5 (molecules cm–3) after three centuries.
This typical density can be observed in different studies
as a critical value of H2 in order to reach a significant
role as molecular coolant at low temperatures near to 200
K [4].
However, in order to analyze tenuous and cold atomic
hydrogen nebulas, the three body classical kinetic approach could not be used due to the low collisional probabilities of the reactants. Thus, the chemical reactions
only can occur after spontaneous radiative association.
Therefore, we have made use of the spontaneous radiative rate coefficient for the reaction: Li(2s) + H(1s) determined by Bennet et al. [16], which reaches 3.75 ×
10–20 (cm3·s–1); while for the second reaction rate coefficient between LiH (X, 1∑+) and H(1s) we have made use
of the quasi-classical trajectories reaction determined by
Dunne et al. [17], which reaches a rate coefficient of
k1  1.92  1010 cm3  s 1 , both constants calculated at
200 K. This situation modifies strongly the current conditions, due to the  k1 k0  rate coefficient change from
0.403 to 5.12 × 109.
In Figure 2 we show the expected kinetic behavior for
these two consecutive reactions (1 and 2) with a sponta-





neous radiative association between H and Li as a singular case which can be extrapolated to low atomic hydrogen density nebulas of 1 (atom cm–3) where Li can reach
typical densities of 10–10 (atoms cm–3). The extremely
low and slow variations of LiH under these new kinetics
conditions determine only small changes in Li abundance
where after five centuries reaches a constant value, following a typical catalyzer behavior. After that point, H2
by steps follows up to reach the Li density, while the
total H2 by accumulation growth in an exponential progression. Finally, this last species reaches a density of 1.0
× 10–5 (molecules cm3) only after 400 million years,
which compare very well to the time ranges that determine the birth lifetime of primitive stars.
Stancil et al. [7] have rigorously discussed the Lithium
Chemistry in the post-recombination epoch in order to
reach a more comprehensive known of this period. However, the LiH abundance has been qualified as insignificant because the low rate coefficient for the radiative association between lithium and hydrogen [7]. This result
determined that LiH was disesteemed with an insignificant role in erasing primary anisotropies in the cosmic
background radiation in spite of its particular big dipolar
moment [4]. On the other hand, LiH as potential molecular cooling on a primordial element of gas, was discarded too, due to this species would need an abundance at
least ten orders of magnitude higher to be an efficient
cooler, so LiH was ruled out as an important cooler in
primordial gas [8,18,19].
Under these considerations LiH was understood as negligible molecular system in the early universe and therefore unable to induce noteworthy changes in the star evolution. Therefore, from different analysis of the chemical

Figure 1. Molecular productions of H2 and LiH from chemical reactions derived from the present model due to classical collisional association between Li + H, as well as LiH + H, for high atomic hydrogen density nebula and Li density of 1.0 × 10–6
(atoms cm–3) at 200 K.
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Figure 2. Molecular productions of H2 and LiH from chemical reactions derived from the present model due to collisional
and spontaneous radiative association between Li + H, as well as LiH + H, for low atomic hydrogen density nebula and Li
density of 1.0 × 10–10 (atoms cm–3) at 200 K.

reactions in the early universe, Li has not been suitably
included in reaction networks of H2 formation [20].
However, the catalyzer role of Li emerges as an interesting and new aspect to be considered in the prestellar molecular hydrogen under low temperature and photoionization regime, as well as in the evolution of proto-star
hydrogen nebulae. As can be seen, our model follows well
the expected trends of H2 formation under 200 K, where
the species are projected to be mainly in ground state due
to the low UV radiation. By following, the well-known
ionization reactions of H–, H+, H 2 and H 3 for molecular hydrogen production could not efficiently apply due
to only fluxes greater than 5 × 10−15 erg cm−2·s−1·Hz−1·sr−1
converts UV pumping effective in order to increase populations of excited molecules [20]. Thus, all these atomic species are predominantly expected to be in ground
state, and the H2 production, contrarily to other hypothesis, can be simply explained by means of our Li/LiH
catalyzer model [21].
Finally, our model based in consecutive reactions of Li
and LiH, for the molecular hydrogen production at low
temperatures and radiation regime permits us to reinforce
the coolant effect of H2 under 200 K. In addition, our
model involving these two Li consecutive pseudo-first
order reactions at low levels of H density could satisfactory explain the yield of H2 in early steps previous to the
H gravity collapse during the first star formation, in
which so far only ions-radiative processes involving H has
been postulated up to date [20,22]. Furthermore, our model can be extended to other cosmic cold H-environment
where the presence of high densities levels of H2 represents a challenge to our known.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

4. Conclusion
This work establishes for the first time a new role for Li
and LiH as two main catalyzer species of the H2 production in the early universe. Furthermore, the H2 molecular
production at low temperatures and radiation regime can
be well explained by means of two chemical reaction of
neutral species, where both consecutive reactions of Li
and LiH with H, determine a continue production of H2
reaching observed densities in good agreement to typical
scale times for proto star evolution as well as cold regions of the cosmos.
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